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The Morphological Annotation of 

Reduplication-Circumfix Intersection 

in Indonesian 

Prihantoro1,2(B)  

1 Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK prihantoro2001@yahoo.com 

2 Universitas Diponegoro, Semarang, Indonesia 

Abstract. In this paper, I report on the implementation of a morpheme-level 

annotation scheme for Indonesian [1], particularly the annotation of 

reduplications. Utilizing the NooJ program [2] and a set of novel linguistic 

resources, the majority of reduplications formed according to a number of 

distinct patterns were successfully annotated. However, one reduplication-

circumfix intersection pattern could not be annotated. This is because the current 

NooJ morphological grammar is not designed to read the hyphen symbol, an 

orthographical cue that connects a root to its copy in Indonesian reduplication. 

Failure to read this symbol disconnects the opening and closing elements of the 

circumfix that surrounds its reduplication base. To overcome this problem, I 

introduced additional circumfix rules into the current morphological grammar 

without using any hyphen symbols in the rule definitions. The circumfix elements 

in the rules are linked as a single dependent unit using syntactic grammar whose 

rules NooJ allows to contain the hyphen symbol. However, this method promotes 

undesirable ambiguities. To overcome this side effect, I have modified the 

existing syntactic grammar to eliminate these ambiguities. 

Keywords: NooJ · Annotation · Reduplication · Circumfix · Indonesian 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, I present some experimental results on the morphological annotation of 

Indonesian, focusing on the circumfix-reduplication interface. Indonesian is the official 

as well as the national language of the Republic of Indonesia, spoken by over 200 

million people [3]. It is one of the standard varieties of Malay, found throughout 

Southeast Asia, and genetically affiliated to Austronesian languages [4]. 

In Indonesian, reduplication is one of the most productive word-formation 

operations. It is thus clearly important that reduplications should be accurately 

annotated. Other productive word-formation operations are affixation and 

compounding [4]. 

How are reduplications annotated by the currently available Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) tools built for Indonesian? Wicaksono and Purwarianti [5] 
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constructed a POS tagger for Indonesian (IPOS). This NLP application invariably 

tokenizes both 

© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2021 
B. Bekavac et al. (Eds.): NooJ 2020, CCIS 1389, pp. 37–48, 2021. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-70629-6_4 

monomorphemic and polymorphemic words as single-word tokens, as shown in Table 

1. Input 1 is monomorphemic. Input 2 is polymorphemic, formed by fully reduplicating 

the root. Despite differing in shape, both are functionally tagged as NN (noun). The tool 

supplies no tags for categories of morphological form, such as whether a word is formed 

by reduplication or not. Therefore, for users who rely solely on this tool’s output, it is 

impossible to run a query to find reduplications. 

Table 1. IPOS tagger input and output samples 

 Input Word 
formation 

Output 

1 buku ‘book’ Root word buku/NN 

2 buku-buku 

‘books’ 
Reduplication buku-

buku/NN 

Let us now turn to MorphInd [6], an automatic morphological analyser for 

Indonesian.MorphIndsuppliestwotypesoftags:wordtagsandroottags.Larasatietal.[6]asse

rt 

thatMorphIndperformsmorphemicsegmentation.However,wecannotobservethissegmen

tation for reduplicated words in MorphInd’s output, as shown in Table 2. The 

tokenizationofthereduplicationbuku-

buku‘books’isidenticaltothemonomorphemic/nonreduplicated word buku ‘book’. They 

are distinguished only by the word tag (NSD = singular noun versus NPD = plural noun). 

Table 2. MorphInd input and output samples 

 Input Word 
formation 

Output 

1 buku ‘book’ Root word buku<n>_NSD 

2 buku-buku 

‘books’ 
Reduplication buku<n>_NPD 

Only functional tags (like NSD and NPD) are present in MorphInd’s tag inventory. 

The letter P (Plural) in the second position of the word tag can, in practice, be used to 

distinguish monomorphemic buku (NSD) and the corresponding reduplication 

bukubuku (NPD). In the MorphInd scheme, all reduplications are analysed as plurals. 

This analysis, however, can be inaccurate. Other than plurality, reduplication in 

Indonesian can mark a wide range of grammatical or semantic functions, including 

manner, distributive, and reciprocal. Thus, the singular versus plural analysis is not fully 

reliable and cannot fully compensate for the absence of formal morphological category 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-70629-6_4
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-70629-6_4
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-70629-6_4
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tags. It is also apparent that certain reduplications that intersect with affixes are 

incorrectly analysed by MorphInd as two unrelated units. 

In the example illustrated in Table 3, MorphInd incorrectly segments the input into 

two separate parts (the break being marked by the string DASH). The tag VSA (= 

singular verb instead of VPA = plural verb) indicates, inaccurately, that each part is an 

independent word instead of a single morphological formation, i.e. a reduplication. 

The above systems are widely used and are state-of-the-art systems (MorphInd for 

morphologicalanalyserandIPOStaggerforPOStagger)forIndonesian,althoughothers 

exist. 

Table 3. Inaccurate analysis of reduplication-affix intersection from MorphInd 

Input Word formation Output 

pukul-memukul ‘to hit one and each other’ Reduplication pukul<v>_VSADASH 

ˆmeN+pukul<v>_VSA 

2 Reduplication and Its Intersection with Affixes 

The annotation in this experiment was implemented using NooJ v.5 [7] (June 2020 

version). The morphological annotation scheme used in the experiment is that devised 

and presented in full detail in [1], henceforth abbreviated PM. To implement PM, I 

constructed NooJ dictionaries and grammars for Indonesian from scratch; to date, no 

Indonesian language resources are available for NooJ. 

PM dictates that words must be tokenized into morphemes, and each morpheme 

must be associated with at least one morphological tag. The output format is <token, 

delimiter (comma), tag>. Thus, the annotation for the verbal root morpheme pukul, ‘to 

hit’, is as follows: <pukul, VER+ROOT>. The tag is a combination of analytic codes, 

demarcated by +. 

PM follows the view of morphological reduplication proposed by Chaer [8]. Central 

to Chaer’s concept of morphological reduplication is the distinction between a root and 

its copy. Thus, one of the fundamental principles of the annotation of reduplications in 

PM is that the annotation of a root and its copy must be clearly distinguished. In the 

implementation, the first segment of a full reduplication is considered to be the root, 

and the second its copy. 

Each part must be encoded with a distinct analytic tag. The tag for the copy begins 

with the code RED (reduplication), while the tag for the original root starts with the 

root’s POS tag (e.g., VER, ADJ, NOM for verbs, adjectives, and nouns, respectively) 

and is the same as the tag that that root would be assigned in a non-reduplicated context. 

The NooJ Task Annotation Structure (TAS) in Fig. 1 may serve to illustrate this. 

Theannotationoftembak-menembak inFig.1isanexampleofaprefix-reduplication 

intersection, since the copy (but not the root) has the prefix meN-. This analysis was 

obtained in three steps. First, the NooJ dictionaries and morphological grammar were 

applied. The dictionaries supplied identical POS tags for the root tembak ‘to shoot’ and 

its copy as verbal roots. The morphological grammar supplied the tag for prefix meN-. 
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This grammar can handle morphophonemic alternation for the allomorphs of meN- [9], 

ofwhichmen-(asintheaboveTAS)isone.Second,asyntacticgrammarwithanequality 

 

Fig. 1. NooJ TAS for a full reduplication: tembak-menembak ‘to shoot one and each other’ 

constraint [2] was applied to introduce the annotation that indicates a copy (i.e. begins 

with <RED>) to the copy element. Third, a syntactic grammar with disambiguation 

rules was applied to the copy in order to remove all annotations except the annotation 

that begins with <RED>. In concert, these resources can annotate almost all patterns in 

which reduplications intersect with affixes. However, there was one pattern that these 

resources failed to annotate. Table 4 enumerates both the analysable and unanalysable 

patterns. 

Table 4. An evaluation of Indonesian reduplication patterns tagged by NooJ 

 Pattern Correct tagging 

1 <PFX><ROOT> - <PFX><RED> Yes 

2 <ROOT> - <PFX><RED> Yes 

3 <ROOT><SFX> - <RED><SFX> Yes 

4 <ROOT> - <RED><SFX> Yes 

5 <ROOT> - <IFX><RED> Yes 

6 <PFX><ROOT> - <RED><SFX> Yes 

7 <CFX+A><ROOT><CFX+Z> - <CFX+A><RED><CFX+Z> Yes 

8 <CFX+A><ROOT> - <RED><CFX+Z> No 

The NooJ annotation in Fig. 2 exemplifies the eighth pattern. This is unsatisfactory 

because it analyses beR- and -an as two independent affixes (prefix + suffix) instead of 

as a single circumfix.1 A circumfix is orthographically not distinct from a prefix and 

suffix combination, as a circumfix is composed of opening and closing elements. But 

 
1
 This is visible from the rule numbers. The rule numbers for ber- and -an in the TAS are different 

(R11.2.1 and R6.5, respectively). The numbers should be identical if the circumfix has been 

correctly analysed. 
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although there are two elements, we must consider them as one set of affixes instead of 

as two independent affixes because the circumfix is functionally distinct. 

 

Fig. 2. TAS for the annotation of reduplication-circumfix intersection: berpukul-pukulan 

Silberztein [2] shows how morphological grammar can be used to annotate 

reduplications in Quechua, in whose orthography the two elements of a reduplication 

are agglutinated without any space or demarcating symbol. But the same approach is 

insufficient for the circumfix-reduplication example in Fig. 5. This is because the root 

and copy in the pattern in question are separated by a hyphen, which is not recognized 

by NooJ’s morphological grammar parser. As a result, the two parts of the circumfix 

cannot be linked (and therefore, incorrect results are produced). Any NooJ 

morphological grammar that targets the above pattern would thus necessarily fail to 

analyse the interface. 

3 Possible Solutions and the Current Experiment 

3.1 Possible Solutions 

I have identified several potential solutions (see Table 5), all of which maintain PM’s 

morpheme-level annotation. Option 1 is to build a kind of “unified grammar,” which 

can function as both a morphological and syntactic grammar.2 This would be an elegant 

and simple approach. Reduplications which are handled by using a series of rule 

applications could instead be handled by just one simplified rule. While NooJ seems to 

be moving in this direction, at present, the engine is not ready, and thus this solution is 

not presently feasible (Silberztein, personal communication). Option 2, making the 

morphological grammar read hyphens, would also require internal modification of the 

NooJ engine, but might not be as time-consuming as option 1 to implement. 

Option 3 is expected to compensate for the morphological grammar’s restriction on 

accepting a hyphen. However, in the current version of NooJ, encoding a hyphen as a 

dictionary entry cannot override this restriction. This solution is thus not feasible. 

Option 4, manually coding all full morphological analyses involved into the dictionary, 

would work, but has the disadvantage of treating productive morphological operations 

like non-productive morphological operations. This stands in contrast with the purpose 

of automatic annotation, which is to minimize manual work. 

 
2
 In Nooj v.5, morphological and syntactic grammars are two separate types of grammar (.nom 

and .nog, respectively). 
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In this paper, I explore option 5. Three major advantages of this approach are that 

(1) it offers a greater degree of automation (no new dictionary entries need be 

introduced), (2) it is feasible without modifying the current NooJ engine, and (3) the 

side-effects it 

Table 5. Possible solutions to annotate the reduplication-circumfix intersection. 

 Option Automaticity Complexity NooJ engine modification 

1 Unify morphological and 

syntactic grammar 
High Low Required 

2 Allow morphological 

grammar to accept a hyphen 
High Low Required 

3 Encode hyphen as a dictionary 

entry 
High Low Required 

4 Manually list all full-form 

reduplications in the 

dictionary and manually 

incorporate the corresponding 

analyses 

Low Low None 

5 Incorporate additional rules 

that treat a circumfix like a 

prefix and suffix combination 

into the current morphological 

grammar 

Low High None 

causescanbepredictedandanticipated.Theintroductionofrulesthatanalyseacircumfix as a 

combination of a prefix and a suffix causes ambiguities to greatly increase as a 

sideeffect. To eliminate this side-effect, the current disambiguation module is revised, 

as shown later in Sect. 3.2. 

3.2 Current Experiment 

In the experiment, all resources were simplified to target only the problematic sequence. 

Thesizeofthetextforthisexperimentislessthan50wordsbutcontainssamplesrelevant to the 

pattern in question; the reduced dictionary contains only those roots present in the 

experimental corpus (Fig. 3 and Table 6). 

 

Fig. 3. Text for the experiment 
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The morphological grammar rules for this experiment were also adapted to contain 

only rules relevant to this experiment. In this grammar, the opening element <CFX+A> 

Table 6. Sample root entry dictionary for the experiment 

 

pukul, VER 

pukul, 

NOM 

tembak, 

VER main, 

VER 

cukup, ADJ 

 

and closing element <CFX+Z> of the ber–an circumfix are introduced in conjunction 

with the prefix and suffix (on lines 3 and 5, respectively) (Table 7). 

Table 7. Morphological grammar rules for the experiment 

 Entry 

1 Main = :ber | :an | :pe | :ber-an| :pe-an; 

2 root = $(X <L>* $) (<E>/<$X=:ALU>) <E>/<$1L, $1C>; 

3 ber = (ber/<ber, CFX+A> | ber/<ber, PFX>) :root; 

4 … 

5 an = :root (an/<an, CFX+Z>| an/<an, SFX>); 

6 ber-an = ber/<ber, CFX+A> :root an/<an,CFX+Z>; 

7 … 

Let us target the most challenging sequence in this corpus, berpukul-pukulan, ‘to hit 

each other repeatedly’, whose root is pukul, ‘hit’. This sequence is the most challenging 

for two reasons. First, the root is ambiguously analysed as both a verb (pukul ‘hit’) and 

a noun (pukul ‘o’clock’), where the correct interpretation in this context is a verb. 

Therefore, the noun analytic code <NOM> has to be removed. Second, we need to 

remove the incorrect annotations (<PFX> and <SFX>) and replace them with correct 

analyses (<CFX+A> and <CFX+Z>). Overall, this experiment aims to convert the 

ambiguous annotations in Fig. 4 into the unambiguous annotations in Fig. 5. 

The first step is to insert RED into the copy of the root using the syntactic 

grammar 

containingtherulesshowninTable8.Atthispoint,thereisnoattemptatdisambiguation: the 

analyses of both root and copy remain ambiguous, as shown in Fig. 6. 

Entry 
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Fig. 4. Ambiguous annotations for berpukul-pukulan caused by the morphological grammar rules 

 

Fig. 5. Expected result for berpukul-pukulan after the application of syntactic grammar 

disambiguation rules 

Table 8. The syntactic grammar rules to insert <RED> annotation 

Rule 

<CFX> 

$(A <NOM> $) - <E>/<$A_, RED+NOM $(B <VER> $) <E>/<$A_=$B_><E>/> 

<CFX>; 

 

<CFX> 

$(A <VER> $) - <E>/<$A_,RED+VER $(B <VER> $) <E>/<$A_=$B_><E>/> 

<CFX> 

 

The second step involves a syntactic grammar with the following tasks: (1) remove 

incorrect analyses of the root <NOM>, (2) remove the incorrect copy <RED+NOM>, 

(3) remove the incorrect analyses of the affixes (<PFX> and <SFX>). These three tasks 

are completed successfully via the rule shown in Table 9. 
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Fig. 6. The result of applying the syntactic grammar rules in Table 8. 

Table 9. Syntactic grammar rules to remove ambiguities in circumfix annotations 

 

Main = <CFX>/<CFX>  

$(A <VER>/<VER> $) - $(B <RED+VER>/<RED+VER> $)  

<E>/<$A_=$B_> 

<CFX>/<CFX> ; 

 

Introducing new rules to target the problem has proven successful. The expected 

resultinFig.5wasobtained.However,asmentionedpreviouslyinSect.3.1,thisapproach has 

a side-effect. Some morphemes that used to be unambiguously analysed have now 

become unexpectedly ambiguous. Table 10 shows examples of ambiguously annotated 

circumfix (reciprocal circumfix ber–an in berpukulan), prefix (intransitive verb marker 

ber- in bermain), and suffix (nominalizer suffix -an in pukulan), respectively. The roots 

in examples 1 and 3 are also ambiguous, adding yet more ambiguities to be resolved. 

Table 10. Ambiguous annotations for berpukulan, bermain, and pukulan due to the introduction 

of the morphological grammar rules in 

berpukulan ‘to hit each other’ bermai

n ‘to 

play’ 

Rule 
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pukula

n ‘hit’ 

 

To disambiguate these annotations, the disambiguation rules in Table 11 must be 

applied in order. The rule in point 1 targets the annotations of the circumfix ber–an, 

while the rules in point 2 target the annotations of the prefix ber- and the suffix -an. 

Table 11. Rules to disambiguate noisy annotations for berpukulan, bermain and pukulan 

 Rules 

1 Main = <CFX>/<CFX><VER>/<VER><CFX>/<CFX>; 

2 Main = <PFX>/<PFX><VER><!-> | 

<!CFX+A><VER>/<VER><CFX+Z>/<SFX>; 

The resulting disambiguated sequences are shown in Table 12. 

Table 12. Unambiguous annotation of berpukulan, bermain and pukulan 

Word  TAS  
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berpukulan 

bermain 

pukulan  

4 Conclusion 

Despite the experimental nature of the work presented here, the application of the 

modified morphological analysis resources and disambiguation module has proven 

successful in overcoming the reduplication-circumfix intersection problem I observed 

in Sect. 2. The approach has also successfully eliminated the side-effect identified in 

Sect. 3.1. These results suggest that this is a promising approach worth extending to a 

full-scale trial. 

Further research could explore the effectiveness of this approach when 

implemented 

toimprovetheresourcespresentlyusedtoperformmorphologicalannotationsonIndonesiant

exts.Aprecisemeasurementoftheeffectivenessofthisapproachwouldbeobtained 

byevaluatingtheannotationsofafullcorpustowhichtheimprovedresourcesareapplied. 
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